KABLOONA
to use tip my fast diminishing supply. I resisted. I boiled some
rice for us, but would not fuel the Primus stove. Once more I
was in conflict with them. In their eyes, my caution was incom-
prehensible; but beyond that it was revolting because it repre-
sented selfishness. I knew that, but what could I do? I wanted
very much to be on good terms with them, first because I had
to be, and secondly in order to understand them better. On
the other hand, my position was different from theirs. I had
not only to get into their land, I had also to get out of it. My
forethought — an element that formed no part of the life of
these people who consumed whatever they got as soon as they
got it — was imposed upon me. I had no choice.
So I turned a deaf ear and reconciled myself as best I could
to the glacial night. The temperature was now so low that I
could take no notes because the lead in my pencil had frozen.
Next day, still no kudlerk^ no seal-oil lamp. Both sides were
equally stubborn. I spent the whole day in my sleeping-bag
while Algunerk, bare above the waist in this temperature,
squatted on the iglerk and muttered to himself all the day.
Physically and mentally, it was the worst day I spent in all my
months in the Arctic. I have said what warmth and life the
seal-oil lamp creates in an igloo; I can say now that without the
lamp an igloo is a grave. Out of doors the wind was sweeping
up the river and raising the hair on the backs of the dogs. It bit
into your skin and made you want to bite back in rage. And the
day was all disquietude, all uncertainty. It went by, another
went by., what would the third day be like? Lost in this dank
and unfriendly abyss, I could think only that Shongili would
not turn up and I should be left suspended in this clammy
void, forced to hide my feelings, stifle my questions, and smile
patiently ... at fifty below. I was at the mercy of Algunerk
and at the mercy of the Arctic wind: one was as unforeseeable
as the other.
Going into the other igloo on the second day, I found on the
ground a doll* It was a thing that might have been made not
only for a child, but by a child — shapeless, covered in caribou
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